Abstract-Solving arbitrary manipulation tasks is a key feature for humanoid service robots. However, especially when tasks involve handling complex mechanisms or using tools, a generic action description is hard to define. Different objects require different handling methods. Therefore, we try to solve manipulation tasks from point of view of the object, rather than in the context of the robot. Action templates within the object context are introduced to resolve object specific task constraints. As part of a centralized world representation, the action templates are integrated into the planning process. This results in an intuitive way of solving manipulation tasks. The underlying architecture as well as the mechanisms are discussed within this paper. The proposed methods are evaluated in two experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For a humanoid service robot it is important to be able to manipulate a wide variety of objects in the human en vironment. For this work, we assume that humans classify objects by functionality. If a human cannot determine the purpose of an object, it cannot be classified, and thus not be assigned to an object class. The function is either learned by demonstration or exploration and associated with the object afterwards. We believe that this classification is a vital part to solve manipulation tasks.
Objects in the human environment are made for special purposes which follows symbolic and geometric conventions.
Therefore, we propose to organize the functionality along with the object. For example, a user manual for e.g. a television does not describe the actual motion of manipulating the remote. Instead it focuses on the usage of the device.
This abstraction is associated with the object and is not only valid for a single object, rather for a complete object family.
Individual object family members differ only in detail.
Furthermore, we assume that humans use their object knowledge centralized in the context of the decision making process. When applying this concept to a robot, decision making can be seen as a planning process while centralizing the knowledge leads to a database-like system. This can be utilized to great benefit in arranging the object knowledge as centralized background information for manipulation tasks.
Since different objects have to be treated in different ways, it is not possible to describe a generic manipulation routine for arbitrary objects and actions. Instead, object specific action descriptions need to be defined. It would thus be inappropriate to define these descriptions as sequences of robot specific abilities.
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In this paper we argue that all the information needed to solve a manipulation task can be stored within descriptions of the involved objects themselves. Therefore, we categorize objects according to their functionality to obtain a hierarchi cal structure of functional object classes and augment the object definition with robot independent action templates.
These action templates contain specific process models which define arbitrary manipulation instructions. Therefore, a robot need not to be aware of the handling, it simply asks the object for it. This aspect brings the desired goal and the cor responding action for the object into focus instead of a pure concatenation of robot capabilities. To achieve this behavior, a centralized world representation serves as an information hub for the robots symbolic and geometric planning process.
This allows the association of interactions between one or multiple objects and a robot in an intuitive manner. We aim to demonstrate that manipulating objects, even complex ones, such as tools or machines, as seen in Fig. 1 , can be easily described under such aspects. Eventually, the goal is to create a system that increases the abilities of a robot by simply adding new objects to its knowledge base.
II. RELATED WORK
Using functional object classes for solving manipulation tasks, is still a relatively unexplored topic. However the required sub components are subject to ongoing research.
On a symbolic level a complex task, such as making coffee, requires the robot to concatenate several subtasks. Consid ering the conditions and effects of the subtasks a symbolic planner [1] can be used to find a feasible solution for a given problem in a defined domain. One common way to define the problem and the domain is the planning domain definition language (PDDL) [2] . Predicates and actions are used to describe object states and state transitions. The outcome is an abstract list of subtasks. The geometric level describes the interaction with the objects. Precomputed grasp positions are mapped to the joint configuration of a robot. Probabilistic path planning methods such as RRT [3] or PRM [4] can then find a feasible, non-colliding path to this configuration.
However combing the symbolic level with the geometric level is not straightforward. Usually symbolic planners have no functionality for executing the proposed subtasks, neither do geometric planners understand abstract task definitions. Dornhege et. al. [5] and Karlsson et. al. [6] [7] and Gravot et. al. [8] . [7] includes knowledge about manipulation constraints during the planning step and tries to verify them afterwards. In [8] the symbolic output is mapped to a accessibility list calculated a priori, which handles all known geometric states for the corresponding actions.
Although the previously proposed methods use a geomet ric world representation, they disregard the maintenance of the world representation on the symbolic level. One way for achieving this, is to arrange the knowledge around the object itself, as proposed by Levison [9] and Kallmann and Thalmann [10] . While the later propose to store articulation trajectories within the objects, [9] uses the well known object-oriented paradigm to classify objects and augment the symbolic domain with hierarchical properties and actions.
These actions are populated with concrete data at run time.
In case of failure the symbolic planner is forced to re-plan.
An approach for modeling object data is recently proposed by Belkin [11] and Gheta et. al. [12] . Their world representation is fed by an object-oriented prior knowledge base and the robots sensor inputs. It is the robots actual belief state of the world. Another recently introduced data-driven manipulation process is concerned with the use of the web as symbolic information resource [13] . On one hand, they try to interpret informations from do-it-yourself web pages for humans [14] on the other hand they develop a world wide web for robots called KnowRob [15] , [16] . A robot can download information about its environment, the included objects as well as complete action recipes to execute a given task rather than solve it from scratch. Symbolic connections are linked by using the ontology web language OWL [17] . The actions are grounded to the robot using the CRAM system [18] .
However, the mapping between the actions and the objects is predefined in the action itself.
The rest of the paper is structured as followed: First, the underlying architecture as well as the methods for planning in the object context are described. A simple pick and place example is therefore illustrated. The approach is validated in two experiments on the humanoid robot Rollin' Justin [19] . Within these experiments we show how a robot can solve manipulation tasks using only the information provided by functional object classes and how even complex process models can be described within the context of an object.
III. PROVIDING OBJECT INFORMATION
As humanoid service robots have to interact with a wide variety of objects, it is necessary to store their respective knowledge in a scalable manner, while maintaining a flexible way of accessing the data. Therefore, the object handling system is arranged in two separate modules as seen on the left in Fig. 2 . A data storage provides prior object knowledge while a centralized world representation handles instantiated objects.
The object storage is the backbone of the data driven system, which forms the basis for all available objects. The objects are categorized by functionality and hierarchically arranged in the object oriented paradigm. Physical objects may be derived from abstract objects (marked by a leading underscore) and thus inherit their properties and actions. On one hand this is convenient for creating new objects since it is mostly just further differentiation of a previously defined class. On the other hand the polymorphism feature, as known in object-oriented programming, is adopted within the ma nipulation process. If the planner, for example, calls a serve command, the outcome may differ from object to object on the semantic level as well as the geometric level. Considering a single functional object class such as a _dispenser, the task frame and the task motion may differ, but the general action is described in the same fashion. Consequently, action templates are described by the abstract classes, while the constraints are determined by the derivatives as shown in Fig. 3 . There are no limitations for the data to be stored. Most of the data is only related to an object or a functional object class, but it is also possible to save robot dependent information such as grasp sets.
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The flow chart for solving manipulation tasks within the object context: The object storage (upper left) provides the world representation (lower left) with prior object knowledge. As current belief state of the robot, the world representation serves as initial state for the symbolic planner (upper right). Action templates (marked red) are used to ground the symbolic planners outcome. Within the action templates, individual robot components are addressed to solve the commanded task on the geometric level (lower right).
An example polymorphism graph for the _dispenser func tional object class. The serve function is populated with respect to the ketchup_dispensers constraints.
The second part of the object handling system is the world representation. The world representation is the actual understanding of the world from the point of view of the robot. Objects as described in the data storage are instantiated here to reflect objects in the real world. All instances consist of geometric models with the corresponding probabilities of the object locations as well as the appropriate symbolic states. The world representation is not just used as an information hub for the rest of the robot components, but is also to cooperate with the planning process. Furthermore, it is directly influenced in the backtracking mechanism. These features are described in the next section.
IV. MANIPULATION OF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTS
As seen in [16] it is beneficial not just to save geometric information within the context of an object but also symbolic knowledge such as its usual habitat or application. [10] proposes to store handling information while [9] attempts to map related actions to the object. We propose to store generic action descriptions of functional object classes within the object context to solve manipulation tasks in an intuitive way.
A. Action templates
To define related handling instructions, a functional object class may contain several action templates (marked red in The action template describes in this case a generic pick action. The first segment is the symbolic header which is declared in the example here as a complete action description as found in the PDDL language. It describes the parameters, the preconditions and the effects for the action. This part of the template is added to the domain of the symbolic planner.
Since the parameters are defined abstractly, all objects that are derived from the generic _object class can be picked by any _manipulator.
The second segment outlines the body of the action tem plate. It defines the process model for handling the object and is used to ground the commanded action to the robot.
It is separated from the symbolic part and executed at run time. First, the geometric information is resolved out of the object storage. The provided manip is used as a key to load the particular grasp set for the object out of the database.
The selected grasp is stored within the object history for backtracking purpose. It is later used to fill up the corre sponding grasp operation. The actual grounding is defined as a list of operations to be executed by the robots subsystems.
This means that a robot that wants to use the object, needs to provide the methods required by the operations. However, the way an operation is executed depends on the robots specific implementation. Objects can not only access their own data, but also the data of other objects involved in the action. The task frame of a bottle opener is for example accessible in an open action of a bottle to calculate the corresponding lever position. As a result, one can think of arbitrary process models as to be described including one or more objects using this system. Using the grasp of the actions pick_l and pick_3, the place action was not able to find a non-colliding position for the bottle. Pick_2 could not even succeed in grasping the bottle. With the last pick attempt it was eventually possible to place the object on the tray. Finally, the actions with the parameters of pick_ 4 and place_8 are executed on the real robot. The extension to further modules such as the vision system or low level robot controlling is subject to future work.
A. Using mechanisms: Serve ketchup
Ketchup can come in many different containers: in tubes, small plastic bags, glass bottles, plastic bottles or dispensers.
In this experiment we explore the two latter ones as seen in Fig. 6 . Polymorphism is used to distinguish the related actions. A plastic bottle needs to be squeezed above the target container, while a dispenser needs the container to be placed beneath the nozzle. These process models differ completely from each other. Nevertheless both models can be described in the corresponding serve action. The symbolic headers are compared below. They belong to the abstract object classes for the appropriate derived physical objects ketchup_dispenser and ketchup_bottle: (not (filled ?s ?1))) Fig. 6 . The upper row illustrates serving ketchup by using a flexible plastic bottle, while the lower row shows the manipulation of a dispenser to achIeve the same goal.
The first thing to notice is that both actions have the same effect and are thus semantically equivalent. In both cases the content ?l has to be transferred to the goal _container ?g. Besides this, they have little in common. The actions described are valid for the complete object family. The source container ?s is either a _squeeze_bottle or a _dispenser.
Depending on the container type, the executed function is predetermined. The main difference is that squeezing the bottle requires only one _manipulator ?m holding the bottle as described by the precondition (bound ?s ?m). Operating the dispenser is a two handed job. The goal container needs to be held by a first _manipulator ?ml, see precondition (bound ?g ?mJ), and a second _manipulator ?m2 is required to actuate the dispenser. The second manipulator has to be empty, (f ree ?m2). This leads to completely different action templates of both actions.
Serving the ketchup out of the bottle leads to a rather simple action template. The spot where the ketchup should be served is defined by the goal container, which is a bowl in this case. The motion planner is used, by exploiting the height information of the bowl and the ketchup bottle, to reach the serving position. Finally, the grasp force has to be increased to compress the volume of the bottle. This is done by integrating the force between the fingers.
Manipulating the ketchup dispenser is more interesting, as this is a bi-manual task with more complex task constraints.
The location where the bowl must be positioned, is defined by the bowl and the dispenser, with respect to the chosen grasp. The bowl defines a task frame for the desired position of the ketchup, and the ketchup dispensers nozzle defines the task frame for the outlet. After the first manipulator moves the bowl into position, the second arm has to trigger the pump mechanism. Therefore, we use a tagged grasp, for a special purpose. A serve-tagged grasp is only usable in combination with the serve action. As soon as the pump grasp is reached the pump is actuated by moving the hand down and up. This task motion is stored in the physical ketchup_dispenser object, while the serve action is part of the abstract _dispenser class. That means that every object belonging to the functional object class _dispenser can use the _dispenser action template with its own task constraints.
In The second handle is grabbed with manipulator ?m2 while approaching the cutting position provided by the Jibbon ?r.
As a result, the ribbon is cut afterwards. Even though the symbolic header appears to be rather sim ple, the structure of the template body is quite sophisticated.
The shear has an intrinsic kinematic constraint that has to be followed. It would be inappropriate to define this constraint within the context of the robot. The robot has to move along two articulation trajectories simultaneously with respect to the shear constraints and the ribbons task frame. We define Fig. 7 . Justin cutting a ribbon with a hedge shear. The size of the shear requires the robot to manipulate it with both arms simultaneously.
the articulation as a continuous function with respect to the local task frame of the object and discretize it at run time.
In case of the shear the local task frame lies between the blades where the ribbon is cut. In turn, the task frame is defined in the local coordinate system of the shear. The task motions for both blades must be followed simultaneously.
The grasp frames are used to resolve the end effector motion with respect to the articulation.
Describing an action in this way leads to a robot indepen dent definition. As mentioned in section IV a robot specific inverse kinematics module is used during the planning pro cess to compute the corresponding joint values. Furthermore, a robot has to provide the required grasp sets for the shear. If a robot is unable to satisfy the symbolic header, due to, for example, it having only one manipulator, this action cannot be used. Fig. 7 shows the experiment on the real robot Justin.
The experiments show that even complex manipulation tasks can be described and solved within the involved ob jects context. This is made possible by defining arbitrary process models in the corresponding action templates. The shown tasks were solved autonomously by using only the information provided by the objects. The experiments are also illustrated in the accompanied video.
VI. CONCLUS ION
In this paper, we present an approach to solve manipulation tasks by using functional object classes. Action templates are arranged in the object context to describe arbitrary process models. They are used to populate the domain of a symbolic planner and ground the geometric actions to the robot. Within an action template arbitrary sub components of a robot can be addressed. This paradigm brings the desired goal and the corresponding action description into focus rather than the capabilities of a robot. Effects to the world representation are thus applied in a natural way. We show that even complex manipulation tasks such as using mechanisms or handling bi manual tools can be described by the proposed architecture and the included mechanisms.
Even though we are able to backtrack on failures during the simulation, currently we are not able to recognize failures that may occur during execution. For example, if the robot loses an object during an action, it will simply perform the action as if nothing happened. However, we believe that the proposed architecture and the included mechanisms can be used to notice such events. Action templates consist of a set of different operations, which are parameterized during run time, in the same fashion that one could parameterize and execute observation methods. For examining a pick action, one could measure the forces an object is grasped with, before actually lifting the object. If the forces decrease during manipulation, it is very likely that it has slipped out of the hand. In this case, the task has to be aborted, and the belief state of the world representation is no longer valid.
Furthermore, evaluators may be integrated to validate the goal state by using the vision system or tactile feedback after execution.
Another field of interest concerns the learning process.
Humans learn over time to handle different objects. This behavior can be reflected to the proposed architecture. In case of a successful task execution, the chosen parameters to solve the individual sub tasks probably contributes to the success and are thus valuable. Consequently these parameters can be rated as more relevant for the next execution of the same task.
A learning strategy could be used to learn over time which parameters are related to which task and solve them more quickly and more reliable. The required logging mechanisms are already designated within the proposed architecture.
All action templates so far are related to a specific object or an object class. However, when treating different objects with similar properties, one could consider adopting the same actions. For example If a robot is to knock in a nail but has no hammer, it may consider other objects available to it, such as a heavy stone. By investigating the properties of the hammer and comparing it with the stone, it might be deemed possible to apply the stones properties, to the hammers knock action.
Those mechanisms would be a significant improvement to the proposed architecture and any service robot and are scheduled for future work.
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